
AKC 2013 Agility Advisory Committee - Recommendations Part 2 

1. Creation of a new pre-novice class 
An optional pre-novice class offering multiple titles for dogs which have not yet 
earned any AKC agility titles.  These pre-novice classes may be “judged” by 
AKC-approved evaluators.   
 

2. Elimination of the 4-paw safety rule 
Removal of the 4-paw safety rule, allowing the exhibitor to re-attempt a contact 
obstacle if their dog fails to negotiate the approach side of a contact obstacle, 
incurring a refusal fault (R) instead of an elimination fault (F). 
 

3. Allow deaf dogs to compete 
 

4. Eliminate use of exhibitor armband stickers 
 

5. Allow only 8" broad jump boards 
Removes the 6” board width option. 
 

6. Require 2” spread for 4” double bar jump (remove existing 2”- 4” range) 
 

7. Require all contact obstacle safety zones must be yellow in color 
 

8. Require padding around entire closed tunnel opening 
Except where the chute touches the ground 
 

9. Require non-slip rubber inside closed tunnel’s entrance/barrel 
Exclude sand-paper based surfaces 
 

10. “Mail-box” shaped closed tunnels will only be required to have non slip 
rubber surface on the bottom of the closed tunnel entrance, not on the 
sides of the entrance 
 

11. Change height variance of the teeter  to +/- 1-inch  
Previously +/- 2-inches 
 

12. Eliminate judging of the teeter up-contact 
 

13. Open tunnel size 24” (+3 inches/-2 inches)  
Further clarifies that 26” open tunnels may be used 
 

14.  Define list of “not-allowed” open tunnel colors 
navy / dark blue 
deep maroon / deep red 
dark green 
black 



 
15. Table height modifications 

4”, 8” jump heights   - set the table at 8” height 
12” jump height  - set the table at 12” height (new height) 
16” jump height   - set the table at 16” height 
20”, 24”, 26” jump heights - set the table at 20” height (new height) 
 

16. Require all jump bars be constructed from a single piece of Schedule 40 
PVC pipe 
 

17. Require bar jump cups be a maximum depth of 1/8” 
Previously recommended 
 

18. Remove existing option of a V-shaped bar jump cup 
 

19. Recommend wings be separated/detached from the bar jump upright 
 

20. Disallow use of one-piece metal jumps with single welded unit of 2 uprights 
and a ground bar  
 

21. Use of an ascending double as a new, optional course obstacle 
Allow usage of the existing double bar obstacle with the additional adage of 
placing the front bar one jump height lower than the dog’s entered jump height. 
 

22. Viaduct/wall jump as a new, optional course obstacle 

 


